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Abstract. In Austria, a Domen-type absorbed dose graphite calorimeter is used to realize the unit of absorbed 

dose to water. It was developed by the National Metrology Institute of Austria (BEV) in cooperation with the 

Research Centers Seibersdorf. The graphite calorimeter is designed for quasi-adiabatic and quasi-isothermal 

mode of operation. The absorbed dose conversion is done by two methods based on the photon-fluence scaling 

theorem. The graphite calorimeter was originally designated for determination of absorbed dose to water in 60Co 

beams. The progress in radiation therapy required the development of the graphite calorimeter to enable primary 

standard dosimetry of high-energy photon and electron beams. Therefore a set of beam quality dependent 

conversion and correction factors was required. They were mainly obtained via Monte Carlo simulations with 

PENELOPE code and measurements. The determination of correction factors for 60Co beams led to the re-

evaluation of the absorbed dose rate to water reference value for 60Co beams. For validation the BEV 

participated in the international key comparison for absorbed dose to water in 60Co gamma radiation at the 

BIPM. To achieve beam quality specific correction factors it was necessary to consider the beam characteristics 

of irradiation facilities. This included Monte Carlo modelling of the BEV 60Co therapy unit and of Varian Linac 

treatment heads. The determined photon energy spectra constitute the basis of beam models used for Monte 

Carlo simulations to obtain the required correction factors. Further concepts were developed for primary 

standard dosimetry of high-energy electron beams. A confirmation of the graphite calorimeter development and 

respectively of the implemented correction and conversion factors was done in the framework of an EURAMET 

project - intended for the direct comparison of absorbed dose primary standards in 60Co and high-energy photon 

beams. The advance of the graphite calorimeter provides the methodical fundamentals to enable the BEV for the 

accomplishment of primary standard dosimetry of high-energy photon and electron beams. The improvement of 

the primary standard directly leads to an improvement of quality assurance measurements in Linac radiotherapy, 

i.e. directly related to the radiation protection of patient. Since the accurate knowledge of the applied dose is a 

main factor influencing the success of a radiotherapy and therefore of great importance for the treatment 

planning. 
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1. Introduction 
A primary standard absorbed dose graphite calorimeter is used to realize the unit of absorbed dose to 

water at the Federal Office of Metrology and Surveying (BEV - Bundesamt für Eich- und 

Vermessungswesen) which is the National Metrology Institute (NMI) and national authority on legal 

metrology in Austria. The graphite calorimeter is a Domen-type calorimeter and is in operation since 

1983. A detailed description of the graphite calorimeter components, operation/calibration modes can 

be found in [1],[2]. A review on photon absorbed dose standards used by other NMI’s is given in [3]. 

The graphite calorimeter was originally designated for determination of absorbed dose to water in 60Co 

gamma ray beams. The progress in radiation therapy within the recent years forced increased demands 

on high-energy photon dosimetry (i.e. photons generated with accelerators). To meet the needs the 

application range of the primary standard was extended, to enable measurements at medical 

accelerators and ionization chamber calibrations in terms of absorbed dose to water at high-energy 

photon beams. To conduct the energy range and application enhancement a set of beam quality 

dependent conversion and correction factors was required. Additionally the graphite calorimeter, the 

graphite phantom and all corresponding components had to be adapted to the measurement 

requirements for high-energy photon beams. This was done within a refurbishment and modernization 

process intended to ensure the quality and reliability of the primary standard, see [4].  

The measurement capacities of the BEV regarding irradiation facilities for photon therapy are limited 

to a Picker C8M/80 60Co teletherapy unit. To perform measurements at high-energy photon beams the 

BEV entered into collaboration with the Wiener Neustadt hospital. The hospital operates the Varian 

linear accelerators types Clinac 2100C and 2300C/D (nominal accelerator potentials: 4 MV, 6 MV, 

10 MV and 15 MV for the generation of photon beams). 

The accomplishment of the energy range and application enhancement of the graphite calorimeter was 

executed in a stepwise manner. First of all measurements and simulation studies for the estimation of 

correction factors were carried out for 60Co gamma rays to achieve a well-founded basis, see [4]. This 

lead to the re-evaluation of the BEV absorbed dose rate to water reference value for 60Co gamma ray 

beams.  

For validation the BEV participated in the international key comparison (BIPM.RI(I)-K4 key 

comparison) for the absorbed dose to water in 60Co gamma radiation at the Bureau International des 

Poids et Mesures (BIPM) in March 2009 [5]; thereby a calibration coefficient ratio of 0.9996 of the 

BEV and the BIPM standards for the absorbed dose to water was achieved. 

Subsequently measurements and Monte Carlo studies for selected high-energy photon beam qualities 

were performed. This paper presents the status of primary standard dosimetry of high-energy photon 

and electron beams in Austria; due to a conducted enhancement of the working and application range of 

the BEV graphite calorimeter; based upon the determined beam quality specific correction and 

conversion factors. The verification of those factors was done within the EURAMET Project 1021 

[4],[6],[7].  

 

 

2. Materials and methods 
The reference conditions for the realization of the unit of absorbed dose to water, in high-energy 

photon beams, are taken according to [1],[8],[9],[10],[11]. The distance from the source to the center 

of the detector is 110 cm. The field size in air is 10×10 cm² at a source to surface distance (SSD) of 

100 cm to the water phantom. The reference depth in the water phantom is 10 g cm-². The reference 

conditions for the measurements with the graphite calorimeter and the ionization chamber in the 

graphite phantom result from application of the photon-fluence scaling theorem for Compton-scattered 

radiation [12]. The scaling factor SF = 1.572 is used to obtain the required scaled reference distance, 

field size and measuring depth. SF is defined as the ratio of the distance in water and the scaled 

distance in graphite. 

 

 

2.1. Determination of absorbed dose to graphite 
Absorbed dose to graphite (Dg) measurements at high-energy photon beams are be performed in the 

quasi-adiabatic operation mode [2] of the graphite calorimeter. The evaluation of the measurements is 

done according to equation (1).  
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The energy imparted to the core with mass mc and specific heat capacity cp causes a temperature rise 

within the core ∆Tc. The heat defect of graphite is neglected, as declared in [3],[9]. Dg is determined 

by evaluating the change in resistance of the core thermistors ∆R/R and the temperature drift 

correction k2∙∆U; these terms are summarized as the correction factor for quasi-adiabatic 

operation Kad. The factor k2 is the chart calibration factor and ∆U is the difference in voltage. The 

temperature dependent quasi-adiabatic calibration factor k1 is taken from a linear fit within the 

graphite calorimeter electrical calibration curve considering the actual temperature working point. 

Further the correction for the effect of the gaps kgap and the correction for the effective graphite 

calorimeter measurement depth kgc are taken into account by the determination of Dg. The correction 

for the beam non-uniformity kbu is taken as unity and only considered within the uncertainty budget 

based on the results of the investigations in [13].  

For the evaluation of the measurements and electrical calibrations a LabVIEW based evaluation 

program is used. The program provides automatic non-linear temperature drift extrapolations. 

 

 

2.2. Absorbed dose conversion  
The conversion from absorbed dose to graphite to absorbed dose to water Dw is done by two methods: 

by calculation according to equation (3) based upon equation (2) and experimental by ionization 

chamber measurements in the water phantom and the graphite phantom according to equation (4). The 

fist method uses the ratio of the collision kerma described by )/( ρμen . Ψ is the photon energy 

fluence, 
gwen ρμ ,)/(  is the ratio of the average mass-energy absorption coefficients and β is the ratio of 

the absorbed dose to collision kerma. 
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The conversion procedures are based on the photon-fluence scaling theorem [12]. Thus all source to 

reference point distances, measuring depths, the phantom size and the field size are scaled in the 

inverse ratio of the electron densities of water and graphite. This ensures that the energy spectra of the 

primary and scattered photons and their distribution in angle at the corresponding scaled points of 

measurement will be the same. Consequently the photon energy fluence ratio equals the inverse square 

of the distances from the source to the corresponding measuring points Rg and Rw, see equation (3).  
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 (Method 1)        (3) 

The corrections applied in equation (3) are: the correction factor kΔair for the difference in air 

attenuation, the scaling correction kgs, the correction factor kdepth to consider the depths in graphite and 

in water, kfront to consider when appropriate the front wall of the water phantom, the bremsstrahlung 

and annihilation radiation correction kbs and the pair production correction kpp. According to 

investigations of [14] the correction kbs was assumed to be unity and is only considered within the 

uncertainty budget. The numerical value for the correction kpp was taken as unity and its uncertainty 

was estimated based upon the numerical values of the corrections calculated in [14]. For the 

corrections kdepth and kfront the value unity is assumed and they are considered within the uncertainty 

budget. The conversion method 1 relies on the accurate knowledge of the virtual point source position. 

In general the estimation of its location can be done experimentally throughout ionization chamber 

measurements in air along the beam axis or by Monte Carlo simulations or with a combination of both. 

Since it is intended by the BEV to perform measurements at various accelerators the virtual source 

location has to be estimated for each beam quality. Therefore the virtual source position is estimated 

based upon ionization chamber measurements, according to [15] or in combination of measurements 

with a simple method for calculating the position using the geometry of the flattening filter [16].  

The experimental dose conversion method uses an ionization chamber as transfer instrument. Thereby 

a thin walled PTW ionization chamber type 30012 is used. The collected charge in graphite Qg and the 

collected charge in water Qw (both corrected for air density, air humidity and saturation according to 

[11]) are measured to perform the absorbed dose conversion according to equation (4).  
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Here, sw,air and sg,air are the restricted collision mass stopping power ratios of water to air and graphite 

to air, derived from [1]. The chamber perturbation correction factors in water pQ,w and graphite pQ,g 

respectively are defined as product of the wall correction factor pwall, fluence correction factor pcav, 

displacement correction factor pdis and the central electrode correction factor pcel. The correction pcel 

was assumed to be equal for the chamber in the graphite- and water phantom. The factor kgi corrects 

for the effective ionization chamber measuring depth in the graphite-phantom. The correction factor 

kdepth considers in the case of ionization chamber measurements the chamber position in graphite and 

in water. The value unity was assumed for kdepth and further considered in the uncertainty budget. It 

should be mentioned that in the case of measurements at 60Co gamma ray beams the thick walled 

CC01 ionization chamber is used by applying the cavity theory [1].  

 

 

2.3. Monte Carlo beam models  
For the determination of the required graphite calorimeter correction factors the Monte Carlo code 

system PENELOPE-2006 [18] was used. The code allows the calculation of coupled electron-photon 

transport in various materials from a few hundred eV to about 1 GeV. 

To achieve beam quality specific correction factors it was necessary to consider the radiation field 

characteristics of irradiation facilities used for measurements. This included the Monte Carlo 

modelling of Varian Linac treatment heads with the use of PENELOPE penmain code. Thereby 

photon energy spectra were determined. The spectral photon fluence was scored at two distances: one 

distance equal to a SSD of 100 cm and one with about 64 cm SSD which corresponds to the scaled 

SSD used for the graphite calorimeter measurements. The defined scoring planes had cross sections of 

10 × 10 cm² and 6.4 × 6.4 cm², respectively. These spectra constitute the basis of beam models used 

for the graphite calorimeter specific Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the required correction factors. 

The determination and verification of these beam models is presented in [19]. Altogether five beam 

models of high-energy photon beams from Varian Linacs were used for the determination of the gap 

effect correction, the correction for the difference in air attenuation and the scaling correction. Thereby 

the 4 MV, 6MV, 10 MV and 15MV photon beams were considered. Additionally a photon beam 

model calculated with the 10 MV treatment head and 11 MeV electrons was used. Further a 25 MV 

beam model with the photon energy spectrum of an Elekta SL25 accelerator published in [20] was 

implemented. 

 

 

2.4. Description and determination of the graphite calorimeter correction factors 
The required beam quality specific corrections for the graphite calorimeter were obtained via Monte 

Carlo simulations and measurements, with the graphite calorimeter itself, and ionization chambers. A 

major component from the set of correction factors applied to the graphite calorimeter is the correction 

for the effect of the gaps kgap, see [21],[22]. The correction factor accounts for the beam perturbation 

caused by the air gap and the vacuum gaps around the core and the surrounding graphite calorimeter 

bodies. This correction was determined by Monte Carlo simulations using two geometry models (with 

and without gaps), according to [21],[22]. In the case of the model without gaps these gaps were filled 

with graphite. To compensate for this the thickness of the graphite plates in front of the graphite 

calorimeter core was reduced to ensure that the depth of graphite from the phantom surface to the 

middle of the core remains the same. For the simulations the electron and positron transport was not 

considered within the back scatter plate of the graphite phantom. In the other parts of the graphite 

calorimeter models photon interactions were simulated until their energies fell below 10 keV. Electron 

and positron interactions were simulated for particle energies exceeding 100 keV. The cut-off energy 

loss for hard inelastic collisions Wcc was set to 10 keV and the cut-off Wcr for hard bremsstrahlung 

emission was set to 5 keV. In this manner about 5 × 109 initial photon histories were simulated. 

The scaling correction kgs accounts for the deviation of the graphite phantom dimensions, both in size 

and shape, from the exact scaling requirements. For the determination of the scaling correction a 

cylindrical geometry model according to the real graphite calorimeter phantom and one exactly scaled 

graphite cube was used. They consist of one material and two bodies. These bodies are the core - 
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where the energy deposited is scored - and the surrounding cylindrical or cubic phantom. The 

simulation parameters were set to neglect electron and positron transport. Photon interactions were 

simulated for energies exceeding 1 keV. In that way about 5 × 1010 initial photon histories were 

simulated. 

The correction factor kΔair accounts for the difference in air attenuation at the corresponding 

measurement distances as a result of the application of the photon-fluence scaling theorem. For its 

determination the photon energy fluence was scored at one distance equal to the SSD of the water 

phantom, and at the corresponding scaled SSD of the graphite phantom. The usage of tabulated 

attenuation coefficients for air taken from [23] allowed the calculation of mean attenuation 

coefficients  /  for the simulated spectra at the reference distances. With these mean attenuation 

coefficients the air attenuation correction factors k∆air were estimated according to equation (5). 
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Here, ρair air is the density of air, Ψ(E) is the differential photon energy fluence at the defined scoring 

planes and µ(E)/ρ are the mass attenuation coefficients of air for photons of energy E. In the case of 

the 25 MV spectrum from the Elekta SL 25 only a spectrum at one distance was available. Thus the 

calculation neglects the difference in the mean mass attenuation coefficients at the corresponding 

distances.  

The corrections for the effective measurement depths in graphite kgc and kgi account for the required 

measuring depth of 11.111 g cm-² in graphite. This depth cannot be realized exactly with the graphite 

phantom. The effective graphite calorimeter measuring depth is 10.495 g/cm². In the case of ionization 

chamber measurements in the graphite phantom an effective measuring depth of 10.565 g/cm² can be 

realized.   

 

 

2.5. Concepts for the primary standard dosimetry of high-energy electron beams with 

BEV graphite calorimeter 

For measurements in high-energy electron beams concepts were developed for the implementation of 

a primary standard dosimetry with the graphite calorimeter, see [6]. The practical implementation still 

requires adaptations of the graphite phantom at the metrological requirements of those radiation fields. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 
Within this paper the tissue phantom ratio (TPR20,10) is utilized as beam quality index to characterize 

the high-energy photon beams, see [8],[9],[10],[11]. The Monte Carlo calculated correction factors 

were evaluated for the application range of the graphite calorimeter as a function of TPR20,10 to be 

independent of a special Linac. A similar method was applied to the conversion factors which were 

taken from literature.  

 

 

3.1. Beam quality specific correction factors 
The beam quality specific corrections for the graphite calorimeter were determined by Monte Carlo 

simulations with use of Linac photon energy spectra. Figure 1 displays the results of the simulations 

with their statistical standard uncertainties. By this means the results of the gap effect correction, the 

scaling correction and the correction for the difference in air attenuation are plotted. The photon beam 

indices of the beam models used for the calculation of the correction factors reaches from 

TPR20,10 = 0.599 (4 MV) up to TPR20,10 = 0.790 (25 MV). 
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Figure 1: Graphite calorimeter correction factors for high-energy photon beams as a function of 

TPR20,10. 

 

For the gap effect the largest correction was found for the 4 MV photon beam. The corrections 

magnitude decreases with increasing TPR20,10 according to the energy dependence reported by 

[22],[24]. The exponential function used to fit the simulation data in the mentioned range indicates 

that the correction factors converge to a value of about 1.003.  

For the scaling correction the simulation results were found to be very close to unity and no significant 

dependence on beam quality index can be reported. The corrections magnitude is altering around unity 

in the range of kgs = 0.9997 to 1.0001. Consequently for the correction the value unity is assumed and 

further considered within the uncertainty budget.  

Corrections for the difference in air attenuation closer to unity were found for the higher beam 

qualities. This can be explained with the lower amount of attenuation due to the increasing mean 

energy of the photon beams with increasing beam quality index. The simulation results show a similar 

dependence to the tabulated mass attenuation coefficients for air which show a quiet linear decrease of 

the attenuation coefficient for energies in the interval of 1–10 MeV. The mean spectral photon 

energies of the spectra used for the simulations are between 1 and 6 MeV.  

The corrections for the effective measuring depth in the graphite phantom kgc and kgi are determined by 

depth dose measurements in graphite individually for each beam quality. Therefore it is necessary to 

interpolate on the depth dose curves to obtain the correction factor for the required measuring depth. 

This is performed with the use of the graphite calorimeter itself or with a PTW 30012 ionization 

chamber by placing additional graphite plates to the graphite phantom. 

To obtain graphite calorimeter corrections for different medical high-energy photon beams dependent 

on beam quality the following types of regression functions are introduced, see figure 1. For the effect 

of the gaps a three-parameter exponential fit is used based on the relation kgap = y0 + a·exp(-b·TPR20,10). 

A linear fit was considered appropriate within the concerned range of beam quality for the air 

attenuation correction, according to kΔair = y0 + a·TPR20,10. The regression parameters y0, a and b are 

stated in table 1. To indicate the general beam quality dependence of the graphite calorimeter 

correction factors (for a subsequent dose conversion with Method 1) the total graphite calorimeter 

specific correction factor ct is used, see figure 1. This correction factor is defined as the product of the 

simulated correction factors kgap, kgs and kΔair. For this correction a three-parameter exponential fit 

according to kgap is used. It can be seen that the overall beam quality dependence expressed by ct is 

about 0.3 %. Nevertheless to assign the graphite calorimeter corrections the regression equations for 

each correction factor are used.  
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Table 1: Calculated regression parameters for the Monte Carlo simulated graphite calorimeter 

correction factors.  

Correction/Conversion factor 
Regression parameter 

y0 a b 

correction for the effect of the gaps, kgap 1.0012 0.2498 6.1239 

air attenuation correction, k∆air  0.9909 0.0097 n/a 

ratio of the mass-energy absorption coefficients, 
gwen ρμ ,)/(  1.1108 1.4576∙10-6 11.8066 

ratio of the absorbed dose to collision kerma, w,g 1.0001 1.0782∙10-6 9.5064 

 

Since the measurement conditions for 60Co and high-energy photon beams are different it should be 

mentioned that the introduced regression functions do not provide the correction factors for 60Co 

gamma ray beams. Those corrections were considered separately.  

The chamber perturbation correction factors in water pQ,w and graphite pQ,g defined as product of 

pwall∙pcav∙pdis∙pcel are evaluated as follows: The wall correction factor pwall which accounts for the 

difference of the chamber wall material to the surrounding phantom medium is taken as unity for 

measurements in graphite. For the measurements in water the correction pwall was taken from [25]. The 

fluence correction factor pcav is assumed to be unity as declared by [25],[26]. The displacement 

correction factor pdis for measurements in water is calculated according to [26]. In graphite, pdis was 

obtained by considering the mean graphite density (1.755 g cm-3) occurring by the ionization chamber 

measurements in the graphite phantom. The correction factor for the central electrode pcel is assumed 

to be equal for the measurements in the graphite- and the water phantom. 

 

 

3.2. Beam quality specific absorbed dose conversion factors 
The values for the ratios of 

gwen ρμ ,)/(  and βw,g of water and graphite were taken from 

[14],[24],[27],[28]. Since it is intended to use the graphite calorimeter at different accelerators the 

results of all these studies (considering a multitude of photon beams for their evaluation) were 

considered. To evaluate 
gwen ρμ ,)/(  and βw,g in dependence of beam quality, in terms of TPR20,10, the 

following three-parameter exponential functions are used: gwen ρμ ,)/(  y0 + a·exp(b·TPR20,10) and βw,g = 

y0 + a·exp(b·TPR20,10). Figure 2 shows the applied ratios of 
gwen ρμ ,)/(  and βwg as function of TPR20,10. 

The applied regression parameters are declared in table 1. The restricted collision mass stopping 

power ratios sw,air and sg,air  are calculated with use of the third degree polynomials given in [17]. 

 
Figure 2: Ratios of the average mass-energy absorption coefficients 

gwen ρμ ,)/(  and of the absorbed 

dose to collision kerma βwg as a function of TPR20,10 required for the absorbed dose conversion. 
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3.3. Uncertainty budget 
The uncertainty budget of the graphite calorimeter for the determination of absorbed dose in high-

energy photon beams is presented in table 2. Within this paper only the new evaluated correction and 

conversion factors are discussed, since the other contributors to the overall uncertainty are described in 

[1],[2]. The uncertainties in table 2 refer to a quasi-adiabatic absorbed dose to graphite measurement 

and to a conversion into absorbed dose to water with both methods. 

 

Table 2: Graphite calorimeter uncertainty budget for the realization of the unit of absorbed dose to 

water at high-energy photon beams. 

Quantity Uncertainty (%) 

Quasi-adiabatic determination of Dg Type A Type B 

core mass, mc 0 0.12 

correction factor for quasi-adiabatic operation, Kad 0.05 0 

quasi-adiabatic calibration factor, k1 0.02 0.15 

correction for the effect of the gaps, kgap 0 0.15 

interpolation on depth dose curve, kgc 0 0.03 

correction for the beam non-uniformity kbu 0 0.10 

irradiation time t (used within the evaluation program) 0 0.03 

Combined relative standard uncertainty in Dg 0.272 

Conversion to absorbed dose to water Dw 

Method 1: by 

calculation 

Method 2: with 

ionization chamber 

Type A Type B Type A Type B 

distance source to graphite / water phantom  (Rg/Rw)2  

(virtual point source position) 
0 0.30 – – 

ratio of the mass-energy absorption coefficients, 
gwen ρμ ,)/(  0 0.28 – – 

ratio of the absorbed dose to collision kerma, w,g 0 0.10 – – 

air attenuation correction, k∆air 0 0.03 – – 

scaling correction, kgs 0 0.04 – – 

depths / chamber position in graphite and in water, kdepth 0 0.10 0 0.07 

front wall of water phantom, kfront 0 0.05 0 0.05 

bremsstrahlung and annihilation radiation correction kbs 0 0.10 – – 

pair production correction kpp 0 0.05 – – 

measurement of collected charge ratio, Qw/Qg – – 0.05 0.05 

ratio of restricted collision mass stopping power sw,air/sg,air – – 0 0.28 

ratio of chamber perturbation correction factors pQ,w/pQ,g – – 0 0.32 

interpolation on depth dose curve, kgi – – 0 0.03 

Combined relative standard uncertainty for conversion 0.456 0.442 

Combined relative standard uncertainty in Dw  
method 1 0.53 

method 2 0.52 

 

For the estimation of the correction factors uncertainties the simulations statistical uncertainties, the 

uncertainties in the Monte Carlo geometry models, the uncertainties of the applied regression 

functions and the uncertainty for the determination of TPR20,10, both within the measurement and 

within the simulation are taken into account. The applied regression functions for the effect of gap and 

for the air attenuation fit the simulation results better than 0.01 %. 

Based upon the results of the investigations in [15],[16] the uncertainty for an estimation of the virtual 

point source position is considered within the uncertainty budget. It should be mentioned that these 

estimates lead to significant larger uncertainties than to a detailed determination based upon a 

combination of experimental and Monte Carlo methods, see [14]. Further should be mentioned that if 

an external monitor chamber is used for the measurements a backscatter correction is necessary, in 
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particular for application of dose conversion according to Method 1. Since the graphite phantom is 

placed only a few centimeter in front of the monitor chamber.  

The uncertainties of the physical constants ( gwen ,)/(  , βw,g, sw,air/sg,air) used for the absorbed dose 

conversion are a combination of the published uncertainties of the values and the uncertainty of the 

implemented fit for the determination of the beam quality specific conversion factors. The introduced 

regression functions allow to fit the data of gwen ,)/(  with uncertainties of about 0.2 % and 

respectively βw,g with 0.02 %. 

For the uncertainty of the ratio pQ,w/pQ,g the uncertainties of pcav∙pdis for measurements in graphite and 

water, derived from the corresponding literature [26], were taken into account Thereby the stated 

systematic uncertainty and the uncertainty of the applied empirical formula is considered. Further the 

uncertainty of pwall as stated in [25] is included.  

The overall uncertainty for the determination of absorbed dose to water (table 2) with the BEV 

graphite calorimeter at high-energy photon beams is larger than the uncertainties reported in [3] which 

are in the order of 0.4 % - 0.5 %. 

 

 

4. Verification 
A verification of the graphite calorimeter development and respectively of the implemented correction 

and conversion factors for high-energy photon beams was done in the framework of the EURAMET 

project 1021 (see [7]) - intended for the direct comparison of absorbed dose primary standards in 60Co 

and high-energy photon beams, see figure 3. The participating NMI’s were: BEV, Swiss Federal 

Office of Metrology (METAS) and the German Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). For the 

comparison exercise the BEV transported the graphite calorimeter primary standardization system to 

METAS and PTB for operation in the accelerator radiation fields. The measurements were carried out 

in 60Co and high-energy photon beams generated by electrons with energies of 4 MeV, 6 MeV, 

10 MeV and 15 MeV. 

 

 
Figure 3: Concept of the comparison excercise EURAMET project 1021 

 

 

The results of project part regarding 60Co are published in [4]. 

This was the first time that an absorbed dose primary standard calorimeter of one NMI was transported 

to a different NMI for the purpose of a direct comparison in accelerator high-energy photon beams. 

The project was connected with a huge logistic effort (transportation and setup of the calorimeter 

system including graphite phantom, measurement– and evaluation device, vacuum pump, ionization 

chamber measurement system etc.) and with a lot of expected and unexpected challenges.  

The Measurements in high-energy photon beams were carried out in three steps: 

 Determination of absorbed dose to water at the accelerator at PTB, respectively METAS and 

calibration of an ionization chamber. 

 Calibration of the same ionization chamber PTW 30012-27 using an ionization chamber of 

PTB respectively METAS, calibrated with the water calorimeter of PTB respectively METAS. 
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 Comparison of the calibration coefficients. 

The BEV graphite calorimeter was used in the quasi-adiabatic operation mode to obtain the absorbed 

dose to graphite. The conversion to absorbed dose to water was done with method 2. The use of the 

method 1 for accelerator measurements is affected by two problems which could not be solved in the 

short time: 

 The effective (virtual) point of source of an accelerator beam must be well known  

 Backscatter influences to the monitor chamber from the graphite phantom as a result of the 

small distance according to the photon fluence scaling theorem must be considered 

At the METAS accelerator deviations between 0.3 % and 0.7 % for the four energies were obtained. 

The results for the PTB accelerators are problematical. Deviations between 1.5 % and 2.2 % were 

achieved. The reason for the discrepancy seems to be clear. The measurements with the ionization 

chamber in the graphite phantom were made immediately after the graphite calorimeter measurements 

with a working temperature of 27 °C. Therefore a temperature effect – which influences the ionization 

current measurement – is assumed. Considering these circumstances one obtains a shift in the right 

direction. Unfortunately a retrospective correction is not possible. 

Nevertheless, and especially under consideration of the very short measuring time at PTB, respectively 

at METAS the project was very successful. Only five days were scheduled and necessary for five 

energies including setups of the graphite calorimeter and calibration of the ionization chambers and of 

course solving of some of the unexpected problems. The mobile application of the BEV graphite 

calorimeter was shown impressively. Within a very short time very satisfactory results can be 

obtained. The results obtained by the different NMI’s are widely in agreement. 

Comparing the ionization chamber calibration coefficients of PTB and METAS for the four 

considered high-energy photon beam qualities deviations between 0.2 % and 0.9 % were obtained. 

It has to be noted that the experimental re-determination of the correction factors kQ at the new PTB-

accelerators wasn‘t finished at time of the comparison. Therefore the PTB-BEV-comparison was 

carried out with a chamber of the PTB (IBA FC65G-1108) calibrated at 60Co and the factors kQ given 

by DIN 6800-2 [29]. Later measurements to realize Dw at 6 MV and 10 MV at PTB are showing a 

little shift. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
The working range of the graphite calorimeter for high-energy photon beams reaches from 

approximately TPR20,10 = 0.59 to about 0.80, see figure 1. Within this range the correction for the 

effect of the gaps shows the strongest beam quality dependence of about 0.5 % respectively the 

correction for the difference in air attenuation about 0.2 %. No significant dependence on beam quality 

was found for the scaling correction. The overall dependence of the correction factors on beam quality 

and energy spectrum is small in comparison with the graphite calorimeter application range. That 

implies that the correction factors calculated with the photon energy spectra of the Varian Linacs and 

the 25 MV spectrum of the Elekta SL25 accelerator (taken representative for typical medical 

accelerators beams) constitute irradiation facility independent but beam quality index specific 

regressions functions. A further consideration of simulation results is intended and could be used to 

improve the accuracy of the implemented regression functions. The implemented regression functions 

for the evaluation of correction factors and physical constants in dependence on beam quality index 

allow using the graphite calorimeter at different accelerators beams. However with significant larger 

uncertainties especially in the conversion factors in comparison to other NMI’s which particularly 

consider the beam characteristics of a special accelerator.  

The carried out works provide the methodic basics to enable the BEV for the accomplishment of 

primary standard dosimetry of various high-energy photon beams. Accordingly secondary standard 

ionization chamber calibrations in terms of absorbed dose to water at high-energy photon beams can 

be performed. 

A confirmation of the energy range and application enhancement of the graphite calorimeter and thus 

of the implemented correction and conversion factors was done in the framework of the EURAMET 

project 1021. The participation on the comparison exercise further demonstrates the feasibility on 

principle of transporting the graphite calorimeter and providing calibrations of ionization chambers at 

various accelerators - however it is connected with a big logistic effort. 
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The improvement of the primary standard directly leads to an improvement of quality assurance 

measurements in Linac radiotherapy, i.e. directly related to the radiation protection of patient. Since 

the accurate knowledge of the applied dose is a main factor influencing the success of a radiotherapy 

and therefore of great importance for the treatment planning. 
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